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Coastal Saddened y
Student's Death
by TERESA DEVINE
News Writer

teammates in anyway that he could.
'"Howard was a great kid." said Coaclt
Russ Bergman. "He was loved b

Howard Lee Brown, the leserve center
for Coastal's basketball team died
suddenly Sunday night of cardiac
arrest. Howard was only 21 year old.

. everyone that he touched."
In the homecoming game, Howard
scored the final points to complete the
victory against Erskine 80-59 b

Howard was a positive thinker. He
believed in smiling and being friendly to
everyone. Howard expressed himself
quietly-_ His professors referred to him

slam-dunking the ball WIth three
seconds remaining. It was a dramatic
shot. Also, in the game against Franci
Marion, Howard slam-dunked the ball

as an excellent student. Howard
majoring in Sociology wanted to
contribute to the world. He was not a
selfish person.

with only one second rema ning:
Ho ard attended the dance after the
homecoming game. 0 one imagined
that night would be his last night with

1 he administration, faculty, and
student body at Coastal are saddened
by Howard's death," said Chancellor
Edward M. Singleton. "He was a

the tudent-bod . He h d no hi tory of
cardiac problems, and he appeared to
be in excellent health.
Howard's teammates and dose friend

popular, talented player and he made a
distinctive contribution to the basketball
team and to the college."
Howard was always supportive of his

gave a memorial service in hi honor the
day following his death. The funeral
was held in his home town, on Friday. A
memorial service s planned at the

fellow teammates. He was very team
oriented. On Howard's Athletic Questionnaire, his personal outlook for the
team was to give his all and to help

college.
Howard will be missed by all who knew
him or of him. Hi memory will stay
with us forever.
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SGA Approves
by LYN E RADCUFFE
News Editor

On February 3, the SGA approved
allocations for this semester. A total
of $22,784.98 was divided among
various clubs and organizations. 1be
money comes from a fee taken out of
each student's tuition. The money
was divided as follows: the Coastal
Choir received 2.9% of the total
amount or $569.62; Campus Union
received 49.5% or $11,278.58; SGA
received 19.4 % or $4,420.29; and

clubs received 23.6 % or $5,377.26;
and 5% or $1,139.25 was put into a
contingency fund.
The foDowing' a breakdown of
the money allocated to the various
clubs for the spring MmUter:

Phi Sigma Tau ...
ISO.
Student urses
..
$450.
S.U. . . .
$400.
Carpe Diem .............. 200.
International Oub ......... $475.00
Cinema Society ........... $310.
History Club
225.
Business Club ............ $600.00
Cultural Arts COmm ....
$615.00
0

0

:.

•

•

•

0

••

••

••••••••••••••••

0

Co-Art ................... $100.00
Bowling Club . . . . . . . . . . . .. $200.00
Surf Club. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00
Coastal Carolina Ensemble $100.00
Intramurals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200.00
Afro-Am ..........•...._ . . 726.00
Koastal KIowns ............ $225.00

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

..

0

•

••

The aUocatio are b
d on t
budget submitted by the club to
the allocation committee.
On Feb. 10, the SGA approved the

APO Reorganizes for a
by LYNNE RADCUFFE
News Editor
Alpha Phi Omega, Coastal's service
fraternity, has Just completed rush in
which 25 men have signed up to pledge
the fraternity. APO is a NAtional
Service Fraternity of college students
gathered together in an organization
based on fraternalism and founded on
the principles of the Boy Scouts of
America. Its purpose is to develop
leadership, promote friendship, and
provide service to humanity. By doing
so, its aim is to further the freedom
which is the national, educational, and
intellectual heritage.
APO is the only national fraternity with

service as its primary mission and
Coastal's cahpter is working very hard
toward this goal. This past Tuesday,
APO ~ponsored a blood drive In
conjunction with the American Red
Cross. It was very successful and
president Ted Deloach" ould like to
personally thank everyone who gave us
their support during the blood drive."
APO has many other activities planned
for this semester. On February 19, the
members will be distributing stlaers
containing emergency numbers to be
put on telephones. They are also
planning a keg roll, Touch of Class
drawing, Campus Clean-up Days. and
an Ugly an on Campus contest. AD
proceeds from these even will go to
charity. They wiD be playing •

bas etball game to ra
money for t
Heart Fund and ASsisting the Office of
Student Developman
th orientation
and regi tration. APO also plan to
handle voting boot
for camp
elections this. spring and help
th

LAST DAY TO DROP
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I

The Chanticleer is free
from restraint and censorship when looked at on the
outside, however this is
very disceiving. Censorship or the act of censoring is not always as noticeable as one may think.
In my opinion, when an administrator threatens to
sue the college paper, he
is in effect trying to
censor the · paper in the
future. We are aware of
the threatened lawsuits
of Mr. Garland, and of
Dr. Squatriglia last year,
but other methods are usee
to suppress the news. An
excellent example of this
type of suppression, in my
opinion, is the letter
from Mr. Gragg in this
issue. He criticizes the
entire paper and staff
when he attacks me as
harshly as he does, and he
seems to overdo it a little.
My point is that maybe the
Gragg letter did not originate in his mind but from
a higher-up.
In my opinion, a place
that is dangerously close
to possible censorship is
the selection of editors.
The selection of The
Chanticleer editor-Ts not
so complicated. Once a student app 1i es, he must the ',
be interviewed by the
Student Media Committee,
which is composed of the
three publication editors,
the three advisors, a faculty member (Sally Hare),
the Director of Public
Information (Rod Gragg),
the Director of Student
Activities (Pat Singleton),
and the Dean of Student
Development (ex officio).
The Student Media Committee
is only ADVISORY to the
Dean of Student Development,
who also serves as the Committee chairman and Secretary. This means that the
Dean can accept and reject
any appointment which the
committee may advise. Obviously, the Dean of Student Development' has alot
of power in the selection
of the editor (since he
actually dQes appoint him)
and how the paper is to be
operated. Squatriglia, however, does not exert any
outright influence on the
newspaper. He does have a
technique for semi-control

by the mere fact that he
has the appointment and
dismissal power. He never
threatens its use, but
gives the distinct feeling
that he may if you crossed
him.
I explain the situation in
my acceptance letter tq Dr.
Squatriglia for the Spring
1982 appointment (the newspaper editor is appointed
each semester). This letter
followed a similiar letter
in the Fall 1981, when I

the result of a careful review and evaluation of your
first semester performance
as Editor;
b. that this appointment be
upon condition that you resign from elected position(s)
as member of the Allocations
Commission and that you further agree not to seek elected SGA and/or class officer
positions during your tenure
as Editor of the Chanticleer;
c. that this appointment be
offered under further con-

MY 5% 1A~ Cur: ",
Gee.! AND 1 CAN
GO L..e.JD If 001
AT 20%!f

r
accepted my first appointment. The letter to Dr.
Squatriglia is as follows:
Once again I accept the
position of Editor of The
Chanticleer under protest.
In my acceptence letter of
May 1981, I indicated that
I felt that the conditions
attached to my appointment
were ' a form of proir censorship. I still believe
these conditions which you
extended to include next
semester are blatant censorship of the student press
at Coastal Carolina College.
I remind you that the motion
recommending me for reappointment did not stipulate
that these conditions remain,
you extended these on your
on accord.
Listed below are the conditions which were attached
to my first semester appointment as stated in your
letter of May 18, 1981:
a. that this appointment be
for one semester, 1981-82,
and that a second semester
appointment be subject to

)J

dition that regular statt
critiquing of each newspaper
issue be arranged by the
Chanticleer advisor and the
Director of Public Relations;
d. that you signify your
acceptance of these conditions by appropriate signature.
In my previous letter I
,stated that I felt the Editor
· should be appointed for the
academic year instead of each
semester, due to the fact
that the first semester editor issues the bids, formulates the budget and publication dates, makes staff appointments and often makes
as sales for the entire year.
I also stated that I saw no
conflict of interest between
the newspaper and the Allocations Commission or any
elected position. I further
stated that it was ridiculas that the Editor was responsible for the actions
of his advisor and the Director of Public Relations
relative to setting up critiquing for each newspaper
issue. And since I was re-
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even more important now beEditorial Page
cause of the recently passed proposal which requires
Continued
an editor to receive special permission to hold a
qui red to accept these conditions with my signature,
job outside of the school.
I have since considered
Currently their are no
them a contract between my- guarantees of a free studself and the college and so ent press at Coastal Carohave lived up to these con- lina College. The Editor
ditions. I did resign from
is fettered by the Dean of
the Allocations Commission
Student Development's aweand did not actively seek
some power over the student
an elected SGA €lass ofnewspaper. Next semester I
ficer position. I remind
plan to introduce changes
you that when I was surin regards to appointment
prisingly elected Senior
and responsibility of the
Class President, I received student publications, I
your unconditioned blessing, hope that I can count on
which I appreciate v~r~ m~ch. Yotlr support for such an
In respect to the crltlqulng, important and far-reaching
1 have enclosed a copy of
endeavor.
the letter which I sent to
Sincerely,
Mr. Gragg. (1 stated that
I had tried to arrange
All an Ku j a1a
someting in respect to criEditor
tiquing, but had failed and
now in his hands to try.).
I appreciate your wholehearted cooperation and
Letters:
support in the Garland situation earlier this semester and I must state here
that you have been extTo The Editor:
remely cooperative with me
and the newspaper this year,
thanks very much.
Allan:
I do continue to have gr- Dear
I am reaDy disappointed in your
ave concerns about your ab- editorial in the current issue of
solute authority over the
the Chanticleer.
student publications at
As a piece of journalism, it is
Coastal Carolina College.
childish and irresponsible.
I entered the communications
Although a Student Media
Co'r1111i ttee exi sts, it i s only business when I was 17 years old
advisory and so has no auth- and I made my share of mitsakes
as an inexperienced reporter,
or~ty. You have the sole
I have never seen such
power to appoint and/or dis- but
persistent sensationalism,
charge the newspaper editor missing aU the characteristics of
and to attach conditions for professional reportinq.
appointment, as you have
My first complaint about your
done for next semester, and editorial is the headline:
Newspaper Played Big Role In
thus if only in appearance
Audit." Any professional
you have a certain amount
journalist
in the country would
of potential control or
you
that
a newspaper does
tell
censorship over the student
not
brag
about
being involved in
newspaper. I must state here a story. Newspapers,
I remind
that you have not actively
you, are supposed to be
asserted any type of conobjective, and bragging about
trol or censorship, but you involvement in a sensitive story
have the distinct ability to is hardly proper journalistic
passively control the stud- style.
I really cringed when I read
ent press. An excellent exyour statement that the audit and
ample was my unwillingness
investigation were "especially
to IIrock the boat" in the
exciting for the newspaper."
Office of Student DevelopThink about it, Allan. A criminal
ment. My second semester
is tragic and
appointment was important to investigation
saddening, but you apparently
me, so I avoided confronta- are only concerned about the
tions with you during my
excitement it affords you as a
first semester. It is cert- boy-reporter. Can you imagine
ainly not like myself to
The New York Times or The
avoid confrontations and
Charlotte Observer gloating in
an editorial that a criminal
and I should not do so in
investigation was "exciting."
the position that I am in,
Your remarks alleging that
but I felt that I had no
"one
tries to place the
choice since you do possess blame office
on another" and your
the authority of appointaccusation that an unidentified
ment and wi th such a ri (1:rt
administrator has a 'very short
comes the authority of dis- temper" are not only unprofescharge. I am concerned that sional but also place a cloud
a future editor may be even over everyone who works on this
less inclined to "rock the
campus.
Your statement that:"The
boat", since the stipend
suspects are some real incredible
for the Spring semester is

APPLICATION FOR AID
TO UNDEVEL~D COONTRIES
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people," contains an atmosphere
of undisguised glee--hardly the
emotion a criminal investigation
should promote :n a responsible
newspaper editor.
Finally, Allan, your printed
observation at the conclusion of
paragraph three may be the most
irresponsible statement that you
have printed yet--and that
includes a lot of irresponsible
statements. Any student of
joumatistic law would teU you
that your printed observation is
clearly libelous. U you were the
editor of a serious, commercial
newspaper, you would be fired
and sued, in that order, for
printing such an obviously
libelous public observation.
As a member of the
student/faculty media committee and as a former investigative
reporter, I am appaled at your
inability to write a thoughtful,
responsible editorial about this
subject. Your editorials are
powerful evidence for those who
argue that every editor of a
student newspaper sho·uld be
required to pass a basic
journalism course.
As the editor of the student
newspaper, you ha e an
obligation to report stories which
are newsworthy to students, but
you are also obligated to report
and comment in a responsible,
professional manner. In your
current editorial, you failed to
exhibit either responsibility or
professionalism.
Please print my letter in your
next issue.
Sincerely,
Rod Gragg

Editor's

ote

Dear Rod,
lDank you for your thoughtful
letter dated february 3, 1982. As you

requested it will appear in th
issu of the Chanticl r.
The Chanticleer and it Ed' 0
have alway upported and d . d
journalism course on the Coa ta
Carolina College campu , 1 I can
of an further a . tance in
operation and di tribution
th
student n
paper plea feel f
to contact me.
Sincerely,
Allan ujala
Editor

To the Edi or
.As an alumni of Coastal and a graduat
student at Western Kentu
University. I felt compelled to rite and tell
you how much I have enjoyed reading
The Chanticleer and eeping up
th
whats happening at my Alma Mater.
Many of my fellow stuclen here have
begun to follow the tories and VOW'
editorials with great interest, They all
agree. as do I, that it is ery refreshing
to find a coUege
paper that i no
just an extension of h gh school papers
but instead ha the courage to
investigate and print the facts, good or
bad. Too often there I an unac
ledged intimidation from the admini tora that prevent college n
editor
from printing the truth and uncovering
things that happen on campu e5. 0
a Coastal. You are fortuna t h
t
support of the Ch ncellor and
advisor which all
you t pri t
real news in tead of th "poll an a'
versions more common to th typ of
publication. The Chan d er i mor
similiar to a a hington
t 0 Tim
than the usual
-patting club r port
school paper.
Man of m fe
tuden
and
professors have remarked on th qu Ii
of your reporting and all have agreed
that it would be good If all colleg
papers could be written along th
profesSional lines as Th Chanticleer. 1t
makes me very proud of m
hoot.
Keep
up
the
good
ord
wor and the Investigativ reporting ,
Melod Murph

PF.A UTS

-----

.....•

OR YOU COULD VISIT THE
COUNSELING OFFICE

Student Center 2nd floor, Ext. 202
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ROTC to Begin in Fall 82
by PHILIP LASSEN
News Writer
We may soon be hearing the sound
of pounding boots here at Coastal. In
Dec. of 1981, the academic affairs
committee passed a resolution to
introduce an Army ROTC program
at Coastal. last week the faculty
senate also passed the same
resolution.
This program has caused some
controversy among students and
faculty. Many questions have been
raised about this program and
whether or not it should be
implemented here. Questions
concerning ROTC were taken from
the student survey and directed to
Dr. Roy Talbert, Dean of Academic
Affairs, in a recent interview.
I asked Dr. Talbert just how many
Army ROTC was chosen and why
not Air Force or Navy ROTC? Dr.
talbert explained that Coastal did

Pains

not go to the Army looking for the
program, instead the Army came to
Coastal because they, the Army, felt
that this was a prime location for
ROTC. As far as Navy or Air Force
ROTC, Coastal doesn't produce
students with degrees in Engineering
which the Navy and Air Force want.
Questions expressed from
students also included space
availability and cost effectiveness.
Dean Talbert felt that the space
would be no problem. With the new
Science Bldg., faculty members
would be able to move out of the
trailers and into the Admn. bldg..
Then with a little fixing up, the Army
could move into the trailers. So we
won't be giving up any prime office
space. The cost effectiveness of the
program was a matter of concern to
the administration until the ROTC
Student survey. Out of the 138
surveys returned, over 30 students
indicated they would participate in
the program even if it meant taking

an extra 20 hrs. With this many
students participating, the program
will pay for itself many times over
because the initial program costs so
little to implement.
I asked the Dean about the resent
resolution passed by the student'
affairs committee. The resolution
stated, "We, the Student Affairs
Committee, do not support the
addition of any new programs at
Coastal at this time due to the fact
that our present programs have not
reached their potential." Dr. talbert
felt that the basic idea of this
proposal was sound but that it did
not apply in this case. The ROTC
program doesn't take anything away
from our present programs. We
don't have to supply the professors,
staff or books. The Army takes care
of it all. He also added that the
quality and basic content of the
courses would be subject to the
same review as any other new course
at Coastal.

Dr. talbert also felt that the ROTC
'program couldn't have come at a
better time. With the cut backs in
Federal Grant programs, this win
become a valuable means for some
students to cover the cost of a
college education.
When asked about the presence of
the military on campus, Dr . Talbert
stated that you probably won't even
know that they are here. He also
stated that the Army needs to supply
some 3,000 lieutenants a year, and
that this number cannot be met by
military institutions alone, and that it
is important that the civilian
population supply officers that were
not educated under military ideals in
order to round out military
philosophy.
The only question that remains
unanswered at this time is the benefit
to the academic standards here at
Coastal. It seems that only time win
tell whether or not ROTC win hurt
Coastal.

0/ Parking

by TERESA DEVINE '

News Writer
Parking can seem like a problem
especially on a rainy day or when you're
running late for class. Students could
walk through ankle-deep mud or park
on College road and get hit by a car
while getting out of their cars in a hurry.
Everyone wants to park near the main
buildings, but there are only 1011
spaces; all paved lots, road side
parking, the coquina lot behind the
Administration building, and the small
unpaved lot beside Wheelwright Auditorium.
Since last Fall 2500 parking decals
have been issued to students. Not all of
those students attend at the same time,
some go to the classes at the Air Force
Base, some attend the Georgetown
campus, some did not return for the
Spring semester, and some attend night
classes.
"Coastal Is presently experiencing
growing pains," said Wilbur Garland,
Associate Chancellor for Administration. "State funding and Capitol Bond
Money have been frozen due to the high
interest rates, and the rate of inflation
hasn't helped matters. Students can

help the present problem by parking in
th over flow areas, and by utilizing the
areas available beside the baseball
field. "
It is dangerous to Park on College
road, bur it gives the students
apprOXimately 150 extra parking places.
Not all students will utilize the areas
that are totally covered with mud.
Coastal's new security chief, M.D.
Harrelson, recognizes the problem, and
he is presently searching for a salution.
He has recomended that the coquina lot
should be graveled. The coquina lot will
be the next building site, but it is still
economicall feasible to gravel the area
for the present time. Chief Harrelson
will continue to work with the
administration on the parking situation.
On most other college campuses
students must pay to park, and walk
long distances to their classes. Here at
Coastal, students do not pay for their
dacals or the right to park. The college
is faced with the problem of limited
funding for parking. The administration
is looking into the possibility of
charging for parking to improve the
situation.
Sucurity writes an average of 15-20
parking tickets each school day. The
money goes into a special fund to pay

The Baseball-Football Field parking lot
for the parking decals and administrative costs of security to issue the tickets.
The flnes are the following:
1. Illegal Parking in Reserved
Areas ........................ $3.00
2. Parking on Lawns or Other NonDesignated areas ............ $3.00
3. Illegal Parking in Visitor
Area ......................... $3.00

4. Illegal Parking in Fire Lanes,
Access Roads, or on Traveling
Portions of Parking Lots or
Roadways ................... $5.00
5. Failure to Register Vehicle .$5.00
6. Illegal Use of Decal to which one is
Not Entitled ............... $10.00
7. Illegal Parking in Handicapped
Areas ...................... $15.00

WORDS, mere words .............................................................:~ .....................................
I learned that words are valuable and
inportant, it seems over almost the
whole of my lifetime of sixty years. I
cannot now imagine my ignorance in
thinking at one time that words were
the most pesky things in all Creationbecause words - new words- are
constantly nagging at my curiosity to
"look up the meaning!" And just when
I feel that I have found enough words in
my peculiar vocabulary to be able to
read a book with just the thought of the
pleasure of reading it .. J find another
and then another that changes the
meaning which I might have originally
guessed at. One word of recent reading
was used by the author to tell the reader
that he had made a monstrous mistake.
The author used the word •• egrigious"
and as I read it over- I realized that the
word meant absolutely nothing to me.
Days went by, then weeks, then a few
months- and that pesky word stayed
with me until I looked it up. I am glad I
did. It is part of the learning process
and it is part of being able to

understand what it is that we read.
Only a few years have gone by since I
learned that our language can be
arranged into a formidable defense- or
argument. The young reporter on
television was asking a very successful
attorney if he would mind sharing the
secret of his success in winning cases
in which clients were charged with
•'malpractice. " The attorney replied:
... The word" Art" cannot be defined.
Medicine is an art, not a science.
Therefore, Medicine is an art ...
Some dawning of the value and
importance of words in a very unusual
form were still only words ... but of great
importance to this very successful
attorney. And, in his case, very much of
value.
Another day way back in my memory
comes to mind as I wonder what this
word artist might have constructed as
an answer to my plight of having my
spoken thought thoroughly annihilated
by one of the most intelligent-sounding
statements I ever have read:

Dumb! Dumb! Dumb the words.
They don't mean a thing!
Ideas are all that count!
All I had done to deserve this round of
words was to open my mouth to share
what I had thought was an idea worth
noting! My beginning words had been,
"The word "thought" seems to be in
the category with other words which
seem to be very difficult to define,
and ... "
My small news about the mere word
"Thought" was brushed aside by a
much more skillful construction. I was
suprised. I could not argue. My mouth
actually became silent before this kind
of verbal skill. However, this incident
has long remained in my memory as I
wonder how in the world could anyone
express an idea without using words.
On the pathway to learning that words
do have a meaning .. I read of a school
where one could learn to write ... and one
day as I was daydreaming on this
desire, I read some advertisement
concerning "the power" that a writer

has at his command. The words
sounded tantalizing! ... As a writer you
have the power to make people laugh,
cry, hate, love, and think ...
When I agreed with the statement in
the ad- I realized and understood the
responsibility of a writer. However, I
agree m6re with an author who wrote
that words themselves have an amazing
ability. He wrote in a paperback, "
When Trees were Green," ... Words
have the power to build us up or tear us
down.
These are just a few of the unusual
constructs I have encountered in my
journey through the dictionary, the
thesaurus, and learning to appreciate
the value and the importance of words,
mere words. The task never seems to
end. One word leads to another and
another. For example, our beginning
word "egregious" also means:
flagrant, glaring, notorious, rank,
gross, arrant, blatant, obvious, excessive, extreme, huge, prodigious,
besides meaning monstrous.

Ca eer
By S. ALISA 0Sl..EV
Director of Career Planning

t

For those of you who were unable to intervie with Coa tal Cleaning
Systems, be sure to check the Student Activities BuBetin Board around
campus for news of their next visit. The compan i tentative planning to
interview again within the next few week.
tice of the vi it "II be po t d
as soon as the information i a ailable. Plea remember, if you want to lao
an interview, you hove to arrange an appointment in adoonce. ou cannot
expect to drop by the office and get an interview appointment.
t Phoenix Globe Compan of Andre
.C. ha an immediate opening for a
full time production supervisor. Durie include upervi ing 30-35 peop . A
Bachelors Degree in Busines Admin. i required, ho
er
prior
supervisory experience is nece
rye Annual tarting lary .
.U
inter_ted, contact Grover Mixom, 221-5100, P.O . Bo 346,
SC.

i'Homecoming Queen
i'
1982,

1c
~

Sherri Estridge,
Sigma Phi Epsilon

~******
Alpha Mu Gamma

in its 17th Year
by: LISA RHUE
Feature Writer
Alpha Mu Gamma is a national
collegiate foreign language honor
society with its nationaJ home office
in Los Angeles. The clubs primary
purpose is the honoring of students
for outstanding achievement during
their first two semesters of foreign
language study. In addition, the
students' overall GPR is considered.
The club is one of the oldest. It has
been in existance since 1965 and it
maintains the image of being one of
the schools finest. Twenty members
comprise the organization majoring
in their respective fields of study.

The organization has not had very
many previous engagements but
plans to participate in the Spring
Arts Festival.
ew members are elected in the
fall. The officers for this year are:
President, Tehri Barry, Vice
President David HaJI, and Secretary
Kate Mason. "Alpha Mu Gamma is a
highly prestigious organization
internationally', stated Mrs. F.
Taylor (advisor of the group.) As an
anonynmous person said, "Mon verre
est petit, mais c'est mon verrett. Any
person inquiring about the meaning
may strive for eligibility in hope of
being acknowledged.

29510.
.~ Part-time and Full-time sale positio are availl8blle
located in the Gay Dolphin, 910 . Ocean Blvd. Myrtle Beach
include _Ding ladies clothing, swim ear and je I . ou need to
outgoing, pleasant, and enjoy working with peop . If intef1 ted app
Fri 9:00-5:00.
t A part'time secretarial position i a ailable with Cromer illiam nd
Mabry Attorne at La located in Garden Cit . Dutie include routi
secretarial and clerical activitie . Qualification in ud t ping a I it
nd
knowledge of general office procedure . Th po ition in 0 e 20-25 h ur
per week and sala i negotiable. Intere ted applicant
ould
t
Harry Orotor at 651-9202.
t Chri ty's Re taurant in Wind Hill ha an opening for a part-time muSlclia
to perform in th piano bar. Hour are -12 pm on ri nd t n
i negotiable. Contact Mr. Bach at 272-5107 if inter t d .
t A part-time hou e keeper nur aide po ition i a ailabl in
The po ition will in 01 e hou
eeping dut' and carin
T n in
woman for four hour per da .
Ia i negatiabl .
nta t M .
Meado croft at 449-7151.
t Be UTe to check the placernant bul tin board at the
the tudent Center for information on n
t Don't forget the work hop that wiU b
developing a career objecti e writing a r ume, organizing aj
acquiring interviewing kill.

Career Objective
Resume Writing
Job Search Strategies
In tervie Skill
Career Objective
Resume Writing
Job Search Strategies
Interview Skills

onday March
ednesda MAr h 10
onday March 15
ednesda
arch 17
Monda April 5
ednesda, April 7
Monda April 12
ednesda April 14

ALL WORKSHOP WILL BE HELD I ROOM 201

pm

pm
pm
p

2:00
2:
2:00
2:00

TOT

This Week At Coa tal
2-17 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wheelwright
Aud.
2-17 SGA Meeting, 1:30- 3:30 pm., Student Center 204
2-17 Bye Bye Birdie Rehearsal, 6:30-10:00 pm, Fine Arts, 005
2-17 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wheelwright
Aud.
2-18 Miss S.C. USA rehearsal, 6:00-11:00 pm, Wheelwright Aud.
2-18 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wheelwright
Aud.
2-18 Movie 'Antigone' 8:00-10:00 pm, Fine Arts, 005
2-19 Alphi Phi Omega, 1:00-3:00 pm, Student Center, 201
2-19 Miss S.C. USA rehearsal, 6:00-11:00 pm, Wheelwright Aud.
2-19 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:~ 11:00 pm., Wheelwright
Aud.
2-20 Campus Union Coffee House, 5:00-12:00 pm, Student Center
2-20 Women's Basketball vs. Newberry, 6:00-8:00, Williams Brice
2-20 Men's Basketball vs. Newberry, 8:00-11:00 pm, Williams Brice
2-20 Miss S.C. USA Pageant, 8:00-11:00 pm, Wheelwright Aud.
2-20 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wheelwright
Aud.
2-21 Student Christian Movement Serv., 4:30-8:00 pm, Student
Center
2-22 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wheelwright
Aud.
2-23 Chancellor's Panel Meeting, 12:30-3:00 pm, Student Center, 201
107 insert above?
2-23 Bye Bye Birdie rehearsal, 6:45-10:00, Fine Arts 005
2-23 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wheelwright
ud.

2-24 Freshman Class Meeting, 1:30-2:30 tudent Center 205
2-24 SGA Meeting, 1:30- 3:30 pm., Student Center 204
2-24Student Christian Movement Serv., 4:30-8:
pm
t
Center
2-24 Bye Bye Birdie rehearsal 6:30-10:00 pm, Fine Art 005
2-24 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm., Wtaeelwr"ight
Aud.
2-24 Movie-'Black Orpheus', 8:00-10:00 pm Fine Art 005
2-25 Movie-'Black Orpheus', 8:00-10:00 pm Fine Art 005
2-25 Streetcar
med Desire rehearsal 7:00-11:00 pm.,
Wheelwright Aud.
t
2-26 Streetcar Named Desire rehearsal, 7:00-11:00 pm.
Aud.
2-28 Student Christian Movement Se ., 4:30-8:00 pm
udent
Center
3-06 Coastal vs. Allen Uni .-BasebaU, 11:00-5:30, Athlet· F· Id
3-07 Student Christian Movement Serv. 4:30-8.
pm
t
nt
Center
3-08 Coastal vs. The Citadel-Baseball, 11:00-5:30 Ath t·
3-08 Men's Tennis v . Franci Marion 2:00-5:00 Tenn·
3-10 Coastal vs. Francis Marion-Baseball 11:00-5:30
Field
3-10 Student Christian Movement Serv., 4:30-8:00 pm
Center
3-10 Freshman Ctas Meeting, 1:30- 3:30 pm. tude
3-10 Student Christian Mo emen Serv. 4:30Center
G
- :30 p .
de
204

p
pm

pm
pm
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Men's Basketball had
a Great Season
by: LINDA FRANKLIN &
PROFESSOR T. BARNETT
Professor T. Barnett an avid
supporter,of The Chanticleers says
the men's basketball team has been
improving ste~dily as the season has
progressed. They -' have been
excellent on defense, and their
freethrow shooting has bee the key
to many of the games. In the past
years, we have lost games because of
a low freethrow percentage. This
year the teams free throw shooting
has helped them to win decisively.
Mike Schwartz summed up the
season. In his opinion, "We started
out with a good season, but we have
had our ups and downs. A few of our
upr were at the Winthrop game, that
gave the team courage and
confidence to our players. Another
high was at the Aiken Kiwanas
Tournament, we also won the
FayetviUe Christmas Tournament.
Our lows have been at the Pembrook
game, I think t~t _~as .due. !~ the

Christmas Break. We should have
won that game very easily, it had an
effect on the team as a whole. We
also lost to Lander at Lander, I
believe that we should have won that
game, too. Over the season we have
learned to play together as a team,
and know where each other are at on
the court."
" With the District Championships
coming up, we are going to need the
inside play of players like Tony
Wittington and Jeff Roberts. " These
players have both scored in double
figures. "We have as good an
opportunity as anyone to win the
Districts. We hope to go to the
Nationals in Kansas also, " says
Assistant Coach Dennis Casey.
We can't predict how the team is
going to do in the future, but they
certainly have the potential and the
spirit to capture the District Title.
The students and faculty can help
put a sixth man on the court by
attending the games to support' the
team, says professor T. Barnett.

~

Coastal mourns the loss of Howard Brown

Red Tops White
as Former Chants
Battle the Bulge
open by hitting 3 consecutive
jumpers and playing the type of
defense that made him a favorite at
Coastal. The white team was
sparked by the outstanding play of
Jim Cube of 1978 and Forest Junck,
class of 1980. The teams were evenly
matched and the action was · very
intense. Both teams saw plenty of
action and this event is definitely
going to be a success in the future.
The red squad was coached by
former CCC Basketball coach
turned Geography professor, Dr.
Dan Selwa. The white team was out
distanced, but received advice on
the old techniques from former CCC
ba ketball coach and the
Chancellor, Dr. E.M. Singleton.

by: SEAN CASEY
Sports Writer

Antics were aboard at the SGN AFRO-AM Wine
partybefore the Homecoming Game.

Intramural
Flag Football

. .
Intramural Flag Football provided
much excitement for the eight teams
and seventy-five players who participated during the last six weeks.
On January 27th, the "Tigers" . came
from 7-14 deficit to a 32-26 victory over
the Tennis Team in the championship
game. Those playing for the "Tigers"
were: J.J. Williams, Steve Cox, Greg
Elliot, Mark Wright, Rocky Gibson,
Steve Hickman, Rocky Grainger, Mike
Cox, Eddie White, Danny Soles, and
Curtis Shelly.
.
The Tigers who had lost to the tennis
team previously by a 53-14 score,
turned the tables on the tennis team by
jumping into a quick 12-7 lead at half
time. The Tigers took the second half
kickoff and drove kown the field in six
plays to score seven more points. The
tennis team managed to bring the score
to as close as 32-26 with a 98 yard

a~d

Cheese

touchdown interception with one-minute remaining. The Tigers ran out the
clock to earn the "Intramural Champion
T-shirts" which were presented by Dr.
Marshall Parker, the Director of
Intramurals and Leisure Activities.
The flag football series began on
Wednesday, November 11, The other
teams were: Bulldogs, Sig Eps, Golf
Team, Soccer Team, Business Clrb,
Team X, and the Dogs. The four teams
making it to the playoffs were: The
Tigers, Business Club, Tennis Team,
and the Soccer Team.
The softball and flag football intra:- .
murals have been very successful with
much participation and enthusiasm.
The mext intramural activity will be
basketball, which begins on February
17. Those desiring to play should
register in the "Leisure Activities
Office" in Room 119 of the WilliamsBrice Building.

The best of the Chanticleer
showed up at Kimbel Gymnasium on
Sat., Feb. 6 for the first annual
Alumni Basketball Game. Former
players from as far away as
Massachussetts were attracted to
the event, to show whaf kind of
shape they were in or out of.
Howard White, Class of 1975, who
was voted most valuable player of
the game, played one of his usual
games, scoring 38 points for the red
team. Throughout the firSt half of the
game it remained close until "D.C."
Casey, class of 1980 broke the game

----------------------------- - --------- --------------------

Let us put your career puzzle

together.
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COASTAL CARo'tINA COLLEGE
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
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Have
by: LI DA FRA KU
Sport Editor
The Lady Chant ha e had a
troubled season thi year, fi e game
the have played were de ided b 7
points. Coach Taylor ay, 'We won
two of the games, but I feel we hould
have won the others, because we are
a better team. We just haven't been
playing consistantiy. '
Even with the troubled season
Sherry Barnhill hine through. In a
recent game again t Bapti t College,
Sherry scored 41 point . Thi is a
new school record. Sherry i what
you might say is the light at the end of
the tunnel for the Lady Chant.
Wi h the District Champion hips
coming up, Taylor i hopeful. "If a a
team we could put behind u our
record we could po ibly win the
Champion hip. As it stand no we

lady Chants shoot for a basket

Lady chants in action

17, 1
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"Involvement Is My Belief"
Stewart Strothers
by: DELPHINE L. JOHNSON
Feature Editor
One of the most involved men here
on campus is Stewart Strothers,
Assistant Professor of Education. He
is a man of pride, dignity, respect,
intelligence, and responsibility.
Strothers was born in Pittsburgh,
t>a .. He graduated from Westinghouse high school. After graduation,
he entered the University of
Pittsburgh, where he received his
undergraduate degree. He received
his masters in Educ ation also, he did
graduate work at the University of
Pittsburgh.
.
Professor Strothers is the only
tenured black faculty member here
on campus. He came to Coastal in
November of 1974 and he has been
here for 7 and Y2 years. "I got here
through Dr. Paul Stanton, who was
my professor at the University of
Pittsburgh, he convinced me to come
down and. did."
Prior to his coming to Coastal, he
was Director of the Educational
Opportunity Program for the
Pennsylvania State University. "I
was responsible for a program that
attempted to meet the educational
needs of more than 1,000 students
who had deficiencies in education
and everyday life skills."
Prior to his employment at Penn
State, Strothers worked at the
University of Pittsburgh in the
Teacher Education Program. He was
director of Head Start Supplementary Education for the University
and the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. He served Education
in many copacities in Day Care and
Early Childhood Programs.
Professor Strothers has been very
active; he has held many different
offices in many different organizations and many boards. He has
served on the following boards,
Horry County Association for
Retarded Citizens; Brittons Neck
Health Care Association; The
American Cancer Society as a board
member and chairman of this, Public
Health Committee for the Horry
County Unit; State Executive
Committee Alphi Phi Alpha, and the
First National Black Social
Fraternity (founded in 19(6).
He was former president of
Forestbrook Property Owners
Association; former member of the
Board of Directors at Friendship
House; is a consultant to the Burgess
Head Start Program. Strothers is the
first and only Black member of the
South Carolina State Firechirfs

Dr. Stu Strothers
Association. He is an ordained
deacon in the Baptist Church; a
public speaker in churches and
communities; and he is presently
President of Forestbrook Firefighters, Inc., a non-profit organization.
Professor Strothers has also
served on different organizationa
and committees here at CCC. "I was
Chairman of Student Affairs
Committee; I served on the Learning
Resource Committee; presently
serving as a member of the Supreme
Court and Faculty Advisor to the
Afro American Student Organization.
Strothers has been involved in
other things also. He was a
Paratrooper and Airborne Rainger
He recieved a Bronze Star for valor
and meritorious service as a combat
medical aide man in Korea, in 1950.
He has co-hosted several t.v. and

radio programs in Pittsburgh and at
channel 12, Myrtle Beach, SC. ". am
now coordinator of the Minumal
Proficiency Testing Program, and •
am also a faculty advisor to all preprofessional education majors and
anyone else who wants to walk into
my office. As professors, student
advising is one of the most important
things that we do on campus, but it is
probably the least best things done:"
Although Professor Strothers is
involved in many different activities,
he still finds time to spend with his
wife Doris; his daughter Joyce, who
is a graduate of USC-Columbia and a
former Homecoming Queen (1974)
and former cheerleader here at
CCC. She now resides at Pittsburgh,
where she works as a telephone
linesman; she is very independent.
He also spends time with his son
Stewart, who is now in the United

States Navy.
Strothers has an excellent
personality; he always has a smile on
his face, and he is always ready to
lend a helping hand. -He has many
interests and hobbies. " I like
planting things and watching them
grow. I also enjoy working with
wood .• drive a fire truck, but • hate
fires; I am afraid of them. I cannot
play basketball, but I love sports. I
am an excellent saxophone player. I
also like Square Dancing and Polka."
Professor Strothers says that he
had many different jobs while he wa
sin college, and after he finished. He
says that he would not be ashamed to
perform the same jobs now if he had
to. Some of his former jobs are:
Bartender, Cook, Waiter, Parking
Lot and Garage Attendent ,
Shoeshiner ~ Apprentice Pharmacist ,
Apprentice Barber, Painters Helper,
Gardener Helper, Construction
worker, stock and shipping clerk, .
Claims Examiner for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and Military
Policaman.
Strothers states his philosophy,"I
believe very much in the Democratic
Process. I believe that we should all
become involved in our political
system and government in our
society. I do get involved because it
is my belief. • also believe that
education is powerful and if one does
not have an education, he is
powerless. "
Professor Strothers said he
wanted to come to CCC because
Pennsylvania State University had
36,000 students, and the climate was
very cold. ". wanted to get that
smallness Coatal had to offer. Things
have changed through the years. The
college has developed in size,
buildings, and student populaiton. I
would like to see dorms and all the
other services that should be readily
available to meet students needs. If
we get dorms, we will be one of the
leading colleges in the whole state.
Students miss the exciting part of
college life because we are a
commuter college. We need to
become more student oriented. I am
looking forward to an ROTC
program in the near future. This
program can definitely help in
meeting long range stueJent goals
and objectives as a preparation for a
productive life. We need this and
other innovative programs."
This college has come a long way.
We have an excellent faculty, staff,
and' administration. It is a priviledge
to be part of Coastal Carolina
College.

······· ...............................Vpcoming Music Events.· .................................... ..
The next few weeks will feature two
culturally stimulating events in the
area.
On Thursday. Feb. 25. the Myrtle
Beach Convention Center will be the
setting for Sophia. Bulgaria Symphony
Orchestra. This fine symphony is part of
the Community Concert Series.
According to Professor William Hamil1 Dar's t01 r!
..
y r
C'

anniversary of the Bulgarian State. The
Sophia, Bulgaria Symphony Orchestra
is formed from players graduating from
the Bulgarian State Conservatory and
this makes it truly national. Since its
foundation in 1928. the Orchestra was
awarded the Georgi Dimitrov Order, the
highest citation for cultural activities
awarded in Bulgaria. The conductors of
n ... _

'; p

.....

Yordan Dafov.
Next, on Mondav. March 8. Robert
Blocker will perform in Wheelwright
Auditorium at 8:00 pm. Blocker is a
prominent concert pianist who has
played all over the United States. He is
a native of Charleston but now resides
in Greensboro. Mr. Blocker won his
Doctor of Music from North Texas State
'!-' ... :

'Q

•• ~

"

Department of Music for a number of
colleges including Brevard. He is
currently Dean of the Music Department at UNC-Greensboro. Mr. Blocker
is going to give small classes with select
piano ~tudents while in the area.
These are just a few things to keep in
mind in the next few weeks: The
Sophia, Bulgaria' Symphony Orchestra
ri Robpn 1 rko",
cprt '

Bye Bye Bir
by: DELPHINE L. JOH SO
Feature editor
Bye Bye Birdie is one of the most
captivating musical shows of our time.
It tells the story of a rock and roll singer
who is about to inducted into the army.
The singer, Conrad Birdie, an Elvis
Presley type, has a pompadour and
thick sideburns; he wears gaudy gold
costumes and speads in a rugged voice.
Albert Peterson, his agent, is a very
pleasant, mild mannered type. It is his
faithful secretary Rose Alvarez, that
keeps him and Birdie moving forward in
the world. Rose concocts one final
national publicity plan before Conrad's
induction. He will bid a typical
American teen-age girl goodbye with a
all-American kiss. Kim MacAfee in
Sweet Apple, Ohio wins the honor. All
of the phones in her home town are busy
during The Telephone Hour as she has
just been pinned to Hugo, a local boy.
She is a fetching girl of fifteen and sings
with spring-like ardor. How Lovely To
Be A Woman.
The MacAfee household is completely
upset by the visiting dignitary. It is
decided that Birdie will give his One
Last Kiss on the Ed Sullivan show.
Kim's father who laments the whole
uproar. tries to break into the act and
behaves like a ham on the TV show.

The Chanticl

•

Hymn for a Sunday Evening i a salute
to the greater glory of Ed SuUivan.
The play is being directed by Joyce
Parker, English professor at Coastal. It
is sponsored by the Theatre of the
Republic and will include Coastal
students and community members.
Christy Karavan will by the choregrapher. and ancy Hendrick will
accompany at the piano. Kathy Clayton
will star as Rose Alvarez. She is a
sophomore here at coastal. Opposite her
will be Guy Dozier of the Horry
Independent. Other Coastal students in
the production are Charlie Diggett.
Trudy and Kathy Sauvageau. Libby
Floyd. Don ·Gamble [graduated in
December], Derek Myers. Connie Sims.
Kenneth Hucks. Lance Winburn. Eddie
Zahler. and Sf;an Casey.
The cast includes appro imately 65
participants. Curt Skinner, son of our
own Ballou Skinner. will play Conrad
'
Birdie.
The show dates are March 19. 20. and
21. Tickets can be obtained from several
businesses in the area. from cast
members. or the Theatre of the
Republic members.
Professor Parker thinks it wiU be an
exciting show, giving some cast
membersa first try at acting. She feels
she is serving Coastal students and the
community by directing it.

Twoca

by: U ARHUE
Feature Writer

The University Pa
St. Anne's

Sunday Vespers at 5:30 pOl in the
Student Center

Coastal
Carolina Co ege
Episcopal Chaplain: Dr. R. . Robinson
S onsored by the Student Christian Movement: Harry Stevens

Maryjuan Mystery Co
by: BUSTER BRADHAM
FeAture Writer

As we expected, the many friends
of Zon heard the wonderful news of
his special mission. At once, they all
pitched in and had the biggest
banquet of the times.
The day following the banquet,
Korz took one look at his prized
Omega pilot and replied, "Son, · I
know what goes on at those
banquets".
Zon immediately tried to prove his
innocence and replied, "But, but,
but, yibby, dibby, dibby." Korz
interrupted saying, "Zon, quit
babbling, you are not making any
since. It's alright because I dunnet
too." Zon was exuberatant because
he was still inebriated.
The big day had finally arrived and
Zon was positioning himself in his
spacecraft. There was no big
ceremonial event before Zon left
Maryjuan. It was just like any other
take off of an Omega paceship.
After checking his controls and
computers, it was time to ff~lax. His
first memories of Maryjuan took him
back to the party 15 hours earlier.
However, by now, Maryjuan was
nearly 445 light years behind him.
As Zon flashed forward in his
Omega spaceship, the scanner
screen began to catch Zon's

attention. Vi ual readouts tated
alien ship had been detected.
Immediately Zon powered hi
deflector shields and charted a
cour e around the convoy of the
unidentified flying
hip.
ew
information from the screen told Zon
the model, style, and design U.F...
Zon recognized the ships a
belonging to the friendly planet
Septic. it was a convoy of Septic
Tanks and barges carrying food and
supplies.
About this ame time, something
else caught Zon' eye. Two fast
approaching objects closing in on
the convey, at once the warning
signal began to alert Zon. Zon could
tell that the two hip were arc
Firebirds. The
arc were the
brother race to the Pheds.
Firebirds were good hip but no
match to the Omega. Omega hip
are built to protect themselve . They
pick up any flying object on th
scanner at great distance , a very
distinctive advantage. AI 0, the
deflector shields block bUllet and
distorts the Omega shape 0 other
scanners cannot detect them.
Zon tried to lure the two Firebird
away from the convoy, but the
Firebirds doubled back and fired on
the Septic tanks and barges. When
the tanks blew up, there wa a
terrible mess in space. Zon was mad,

in which American
egore
celebrate their liberation. All
nationaliti or ethni feel thi need
to "retro pect", give God thank for
bringing us thu far.
The Emancipation Proclamaf n
wa a tepping tone for negro and
opened the door to many •
opportunitie. Opportuniti
th t

e
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Zade: The year
in Retrospect
by: ESTA HILL
Entertainment Editor
"I guess I see the end of my reign
with mixed feelings. It's a relief, but
their is also sadness. I am definitely
ready to take a break and get back to
hard studying. Hopefully by
December I will be graduated."
Zade Turner looks distant and
dreamy eyed when asked about hfJ.r
year as Miss South Carolina-USA.
She was crowned last Feb. 14, 1~181
and in some ways her whole world
has changed. yet, she is still the same
Coastal co-ed: down-to-Earth and
realsitic about her accomplis".ments.
"The year had its ups and downs
and I really had to learn how to cope.
But when I think about all the
celebrities and all th~ friendships I
have gained ... " She pauses, "I am
certainly going to mi"$s the title a lot."
Some of the touching moments
Zade recalls as Miss South Carolina
was when she was idolized by the
small children. "They treated me like
I was a movie star or queen! Here I
was, just Miss South Carolina, but
they asked for autographs and sent
fan letters."
lade feels the title of Miss South
Carolina is overrated. "Getting the
title was exciting, but it's not all the
glitter everyone makes it out to be."
The high point of lade's year as
Miss South Carolina was the Miss
U.S.A. pageant in Biloxi, Mississippi.
She enthusiastically recalls all the
girls she met from the fifty states.
During the Miss U.S.A. pageant, her
picture appeared in Time, the New
York Times, and the Charlotte

Observer. lade also met Bob
Barker, Donny Osmond, Elkie
Somer, and Roadrunner from the
Hardee's commercials.
The Turner family also enjoyed
lade's reign. They stayed in Biloxi
during pageant rehearsals and
visited the practices. "Bennett reaUy
enjoyed being around all the
beautiful contestants and he fir rted
around the whole time. Bennett was
probably invaluable to lade since he
preserved aU of her.memories of the
pageant on film. My brother Bennett
has practically been my personal
photographer." she explains.
Many prizes were awarded to Miss
South Carolina-USA, but must of the
rewards were intangible. "( won
luggage, a necklace, an all expense
paid trip to Biloxi... but ( think the
more valuable prizes were the
people ( met and the experiences (
had." lade was also sent a Monte
Carlo to drive that has 'Miss South
Carolina-lade Turner' emblazoned
on the doors, but lade seldom drives
it. "( am embarrassed to drive it
except to appearances," she
modestly explains.
Zade won't be embarassed to tell
employers about her accomplishments. "I feel like 1 have reaUy
reached a goal and it will complete
my resume." lade has some wise
words for anyone entering a pageant.
U
Your family must be both
emotionally and physically
supportive, but you should never be
pushed into anything. For you,
attitude is the most important thing.
You've got to go in with a positive,

A Streetcar - Named
by ROBERT HARRELSON

Entertainment writer
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE by
Tennesse Williams will be presented on
February 26,27, and March I, at 8:00 pm
each night the Wheelwright Auditorium. The play is under stage
direction by Tom Jones, head of the
Theatre and Speech Department at
Coastal Carolina College. Jones
recently directed the fabulous THE
LION IN WINTER and HELLO DOLLY,
and will direct CALIFORNIA SUITE in
April.
Costume design for this production
and the others is by Donna Catton
Johnson; lighting is coordinated by
Darrell Sons; Make-up techniques by
Waynet Lindsay and LaDona Johnston.
The cast is packed with talent and they
are in high spirits over the upcoming
production. Gregg Goodson, a Coastal
Carolina student, portrays Stanley
Kowalski. a he-man character orginated
on Broadway by Marlon Brando. Debra
Hellman portrays Stella Kowalski,
Stanley's pregnant and simple-minded
wife. Lynn Marlowe. a vetern of many
Upstage Company productions, por-

trays Blanche Dubois. Stella's sister
who comes to visit and is trying to
escape a troubled past. EliZabeth
Maher. another Upstage vetern and the
star of THE LION IN WINTER, is cast
as Eunice Hubbell, a very demanding
woman who refuses to give in. Robert
Harrelson is cast to play the role of
Steve Hubbell. Eunice's husband. He is
dominated by his wife. buy exerts
himself in the presence of his friends.
Jose Ricardo Cerda de Groote pqrtrays
Pablo Gonzales, the local roughneck.
Ricardo is a Coastal Carolina foreign
student from Chile. Don Seville is cast
as Harold Mitchell. he Is single and a
gentleman when compared to the rest.
In Elysian Fields. a visit from Blanche '
DuBois to see her sister Stella Kowalski
becomes a catastrophe, a nightmare
and an ourtage. The play revolves
around the odor of a piker game and
expensive sweet smelling perfume. '
Love, lust, and heat capture the
characters. This drama, provokes love.
laughter. sorrow. and rejection. [So
bring a handkerchief. you might need it
when you are ready to cry).
Tickets are available through the box
office at Wheelwright Auditorium. All
tickets are $3.50. and may be purchased
early.

Miss South Carolina-USA 1981, ude Turner
light attitude. Have a realistic
amount of confidence and seN pride.
The main thing is to have fun. It's bad
to go into a pageant in an over
competitive manner, because only
one girl wins ... and it may not be you."
She also stresses that the personal
interview is an important part of the
contest.
lade is looking to the Miss South
Carolina pageant this Saturday night

with anxious eyes. "This pageant is
going to be tough for the judges...The
are four of the top finalist from last
year entered again. 1 know rm going
to get more nervous watching from
the audience than if 1 was on stage."
Although lade may be giving up
her reign this Saturday night, she,)
. always be Miss South Carolina to
Coastal Carolina College. We all
wish her luck in the upcoming year.

Desire to be presented

Coastal students rehearse for the upcoming A Streetcar Named Desire
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by: ESTA HILL
Entertainment Editor
The Homecoming Dance turned our to
be a wild success thanks to the wide
student participation. The busy Homecoming weekend culminated in the
dance at the convention center Saturday
. night. Sponsored by the Campus Union,
it was probably the most successful
dance so far this year.
Students and alumni alike were
attracted to the dance because of its
economic value:
free admission,
refreshments, and entertainment.
Music was provided by "Disco Pat"
who did a good job presenting a variety
of music. The Campus Union put on the
dance using money from the student
activity fund.
All those attending were positive about
the dance. Brian Merry said, "The
dance was just great." When asked
about the free entertainment, refreshments, and admission, he said, ""That
was even better!" Kevin Myers,
President of Campus Union, was
pleased with the student and alumni

turn-out. He commented, "The dance
was a great success and we're looking
forward to the next one. We were very
pleased with the DJ who played some
rock, punk, and disco."
Coastal students definitely had their
fill of refreshments. It was disclosed
that twelve kegs of beer were destroyed
and large quantities of wine and soda
were consumed.
Sources report that some suspicious
occurances were in play at the dance.
Non-Coastal persons entered the dance
via the side door when the guard wasn't
present. Unidentified individuals were
observed passing cigarette-like substances of the illegal nature. These
cases were minor, though, everyone
was on good behavior for the most part.
The next dance given by Campus
Union will be the rockn' roll dance,
Saturday, Feb. 20, starting at 9:30.
SWAY will play music of the top forty
type. This dance will be held in the
overflow area of the cafeteria in the
College Center, and it follows the final
basketball game of the season against
Newberry. Beer will be sold for .35
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Concert Lin~-_____
Carolina Coliseum
Feb. 20 The Oa Ridge Boys
Mar. 3 ell Diamond
Mar. 6 Rod Stewart
Mar. 21 Jimmy Buffett
Charleston/ Gaillard Auditorium
Feb. 21 Alabama at 2:30 and 7:30
Mar. 2S Glenn Cambell

Charlotte Coli eum
Feb. 20 Alabama
Feb. 26 Blac Sabbath
Mar. 4 ell Diamond
Mar. 6 Statler Brothers
Mar. 6 Jose FeUdano

pirit

uar~·

Mar. 26 Kenny Rogers
Mar. 27 Foreigner

Miss South C
by ESTAHILL
Entertainment Editor

the winner of this pageant will go on to
the Miss USA Pqeant in Biloxi,

The pageant itself Will be judged on
the basis of the s Im-suit and evening

Cadets II escort the fortylovely c:ontestan •

Saturday, February 20, in Wheelwright Auditorium here' at Coastal
Carolina College, ade Turner will crown
Miss South Carolina 1982. lade, a
Coastal student, was honored with the
title last year, and maybe another of our
co-eds will win this year.
The Miss South Carolina-USA Pageant
is "getting bigger and better every
year, " according to Paula Miles,

Mississippi and then perhaps to the
Miss Universe Pageant. The entry fee
for each girl to enter Is 275.00 and tbl
money combined with the admission fee
the spectators pay, is used for
everything from food and lodging for
the contestants to the winner's gown in
the Miss USA Pageant. These funds are
also used to pay for entertainment for
the contestants while in Myrtle Beach.
Next Year, Mrs. Miles is hoping for

gown catagories with a question and

There are coon
in the hopes of foil

judges are all fully accredited and from
out of state, the majority are from
Georgia. The Mistres of Ceremonies
will be Janice McDonald. Miss South
Carolina 1979. who is not only a Coastal
alumni, but she was also a bat-girl for
our baseball team. The Master of
Ceremonies is Robert Hallick of

Pageant Director. Mrs. Miles is a
former Coastal student and has been
director of the pageant for three years.

television coverage of the event. which
is tangible evidence that the Pageant is
growing.

Savannah. Another interesting feature
of the pageant is the tradition of Citadel
escorts. Forty-two d.a hing Citadel

answer period for the five flnalists. The

local girl entered
ng In lade' lu

footsteps. SoRe of the loc:aJ girls are:
Melanie Kerr, Denise Armout. Su n
Love, Dawn Elaine Boyd, Pamela Ann
May, Susan Holland. Robin Lynn
Martin, Amy McMillan. Torr MVers,
Tara Weston. and Tonya Taylor.
Everyone i
eJcom to attend t
Miss South Carolina-USA Pageant here
at Wheelwright Auditorium on Fe _
ruary 20. at 8:00p.m. The admi on
price is 55.00 and ti
II be sold In
advance as well a at the do

Or.
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Erick Ficken to Speak to Business Club
Erick Ficken, Myrtle Beach Mayor, will speak to the Business Club
on investments on Monday, February 22, at 1:30 pm in ACDC 107.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

,History Club to Meet on Feb. 18
'1 he History Club will hold its regular monthly meeting on
Thursday, February 18 at 7:00 pm at Professor Branham's house.
Please sign up in ACDC 104 or 105. Everyone is welcome to attend,
for directions see Branham or any club member.

Afro-Am to sponsor Health Fair
The Afro-Am club of Coastal Carolina College is sponsoring a
Health Fair Day on February 24, 1982 in the Student Center from
11:00 am - 3:30 pm. Students, Faculty, and Staff are cordially invited
to come by.

Ash-Wednesday Service
All students are invited to attend an Ash Wednesday service
spon ored by the Coastal Catholic Club. The service, which will be
performed by Abbot McCaffrey, will last from 1:00 to 1:30. There will
be a fifteen minute organizational meeting before the service.
Welcome, scholars-athletes.

A/phi Phi Omega to meet on Friday
APO wiH hold a meeting onFriday, February 19 at 1:00 pm in Room
201 of the Student Center.

Phi Sigma Tau to Meet
Phi Sigma Tau will hold a meeting on February 22 at 1:30 pm in room
201 of the Student Center. All members are urged to attend.

Freshman Class meeting planned

MUSIC OUTLET
DISCOUNT' PRICES
(EVERY DAY PRICES)

The Freshman Class will hold a regular meeting on February 24, at
1:30 pm in Room 205 of the Student Center. Allfreshmen are urged to
attend.

Coastal Catholics

To Meet

The Coastal Catholics will meet on February 24, at 12:30 pm in
Room 205 of the Student Center. All interested students are urged to
attend. '

Editorships for 82-83 Offered
Applications for editorships of the Archarios, Atheneum, Chanticleer are
available in the Office of the Dean of Student Development, Student Center
206, along with a description of the positions. Application deadlines for all
editorships is Friday, February 26, 1982. Interviews of all candidates will be
scheduled by the Student Media Committee during Mid-March and
appointments will be announced no later than April 1, 1982. A stipend
accompanies each appointment. Contact Dr. Robert Squatriglia for details,
ext. 203.

Distinguished Teaching Award
Nominations Due Soon
The selection proce for the 1981-82 Distinguished Teaching Award is
underway with posters placed on bulletin boards around campus detailing .
. how to nominate a faculty member for this award.
This year's process is a bit different from last year's, with nominations
being made by a short, typewritten letter to be delivered to the Office of
Academic Affairs in Room 113 of the Administration Building. Nominations
will be reviewed by a student committee in the respective academic school of
the faculty member and forwarded to the Campus Selection Committee (
composed of one student representative from each academic school).
Criteria to be addressed in the nominating letters include: rapport with
students, teaching effectiveness, committment to Coastal Carolina,
committment to profession, other strong quatities. The deadline for
nominations ia February 19, 1982.
.

OUR OUTLET PRICE

LIST

$8.98 ............................ 6.69
$ 7 .98 ....... ~ .': ................, .. 5.69
$5.98 ........................... $4.69

on
ALBUMS and T APES; STOREWIDE!
*Also $1.00 OFF Weekly Specials
*New Releases at $5.69!!!
*81ank Tape Specials' MAXWEll UDX LII
., TDKSA

C-90

$3.99
each

COME AND SEE US AT -

MVRTLE BEACH STEREO TAPE
CENTER
6203 N. Kings Hwy
Next to Amoco Self Serv at 62nd Ave. N.

